4 Conclusion
There is a clear effect of phrase position on the perceived prominence of lexical items for all three POS, nouns, verbs and adjectives, such that words in intermediate position are less prominent than words in onset (initial) or nucleus (final) position (nouns in nucleus position excepted). The effect noted in Jensen (2004) – reduction of perceived prominence of intermediate accents – is therefore replicated here and is not likely to have been the result of a certain syntactic structure with verbs in intermediate position.

With regard to the effect of POS membership it seems that adjectives are generally slightly more prominent than verbs or nouns. This may be the result of a certain affective content of (some or all of) the adjectives. Although care had been taken to avoid overly affective adjectives, it is difficult to control for minor variations of this parameter.

The interpretation of the results is complicated by the fact that nouns were rated as very prominent in onset position but markedly less so in nucleus position. Such a difference was not found in similar sentences in Jensen (2004), and I have no immediate explanation for this observation.

The question raised in the title and introduction of this paper must therefore be answered somewhat tentatively: while verbs were found to be slightly less prominent than adjectives, the difference was rather small. And while verbs were found to be as prominent as nouns overall, they were less prominent in onset position but more prominent in nucleus position. The implications of this surprising result awaits further investigation.
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Figure 2. Prominence ratings for the three parts of speech in three different positions in the intonation phrase.
Between 1 and 3 minutes of speech from each dialect was analyzed using PRAAT. Accented words of two or more syllables were identified and given descriptive labels according to the shape of F0 in the tonic and post-tonic syllables. Monosyllables were not counted due to difficulties in determining which pitch accents they had. Non-finally, falling pitch accents were defined as those where the tonic syllable had a level or rising-falling F0, followed by a lower F0 in the post-tonic syllable. In phrase-final position, only words with falling F0 throughout were counted as having a falling pitch accent (as opposed to words with rising F0 through the tonic syllable followed by a boundary L).

3 Results

3.1 Eastern and Central Nyland

Lapptrask (eastern Nyland) and Esbo (central Nyland) overwhelmingly used falling pitch accents: 27 out of 30 total pitch accents and 33 out of 34, respectively. This result agrees with Aho’s (forthcoming) study of the Liljendal dialect of eastern Nyland. Just over a minute of speech was analyzed for each of these two speakers, which attests to the high density of accented words, especially given that monosyllabic accented words were not counted. This density is also characteristic of Finnish, which accents nearly every content word (Mixdorff et al., 2002; see also Kuronen & Leinonen, 2001).

For the Lapptrask speaker, the non-falling pitch accents consisted mainly of a low pitch on the tonic syllable followed by a high post-tonic (hereafter Low-High), which was used on 2 tokens and additionally on 5 or 6 monosyllables that were not included in the main count. The Esbo sample did not contain the Low-High accent, though a longer sample might have revealed some tokens.

Interestingly, the Lapptrask and Esbo speech samples each contained two examples of an emphasis intonation that is reminiscent of Central or Western Swedish Accent 2. This pitch accent involves a sharp fall in the stressed syllable, followed by a rise culminating in a peak that may lie several syllables after the tonic (cf. Bruce, 2003).

3.2 Eastern Åboland

Eastern Åboland presents a different picture, where the falling pitch accent is infrequent. In the Kimito data (about 1 minute 40 seconds), 6 out of 40 pitch accents were counted as falling, of which five were the last accented word in the phrase.

In the Pargas data (about two and a half minutes), none of the 35 pitch accents were classified as falling. Seven of the 8 phrase-final tokens had an F0 rise in the tonic syllable with a L% boundary tone, however, making at least the disyllables auditorily somewhat similar to falling pitch accents.

In both Kimito and Pargas, the majority of the pitch accents were either Low-High, or had a rise in the tonic syllable plateauing to a level high pitch over the next few syllables (hereafter Rise-Plateau). The Kimito and Pargas samples also contained one instance each of an accent with a sharp fall in the tonic syllable, like in Esbo and Lapptrask, but no subsequent rise.

Figure 1. Falling pitch accents in the Esbo dialect: (ja tjd.rd) tie ho:lass ti sta:n men va:ga int ga opp a áka ‘(I drove) ten hay bales to town but didn’t dare go up and ride’.

Figure 2. Kimito dialect: pengar å allting annat mie: ‘money and everything else too’. Pengar has a Low-High pitch accent (the initial peak is due to consonant perturbation) and annat has a falling pitch accent. The peak in allting is due to background noise.

3.3 Österbotten

The results for Lappfjärd (southern Österbotten) were similar to those for eastern Åboland in that only one of the 34 pitch accents (in about 2 minutes of material) was classified as falling. The remaining accents had Low-High and Rise-Plateau shapes, along with 3 instances of sharp falls.

In Vörd (central Österbotten), 3 of the 34 pitch accents (in about 2 minutes of material) were falling, while the rest were Low-High or Rise-Plateau (plus one instance of sharp falling). Both Lappfjärd and Vörd had boundary L% tones, as in Pargas. These results are consistent with Aho’s (ms.) findings on intonation in the central Österbotten dialect of Solv.

Lastly, Nedervetil (northern Österbotten) had 13 falling pitch accents, in a variety of sentence positions, out of 34 total accents (in about 2 minutes). This was a higher proportion than any of the other Österbotten or Åboland dialects investigated. Of the remaining 21 accents, 20 were labeled as Rise-Plateau and only one was Low-High.

4 Discussion

The preliminary result of this study is that falling pitch accents of the Finnish type are very frequent in Swedish dialects of eastern and central Nyland, common in northern Österbotten, and less frequent or marginal elsewhere in Österbotten and in eastern Åboland. A natural explanation for this is that the eastern and northern outposts of Swedish Finland — eastern Nyland and northern Österbotten, respectively — have, as border regions, had the heaviest contact with Finnish. For example, central and eastern Nyland were the first regions to lose the word accent contrast (Vendell, 1897), and anecdotal evidence suggests that northern Österbotten dialects have some Finnish-like phonetic/phonological features that are not found elsewhere in Österbotten.

The attestation of dialects where the falling pitch accent exists but has a limited role suggests that intonational variation in Finland Swedish might be fruitfully studied to form a sociolinguistic or diachronic picture of how various dialects have made, or are in the process of making, a gradual transition from Swedish-like to Finnish-like intonational systems. A number of topics would need to be addressed that have been outside the scope of the present study, such as the phonetics, pragmatics, and the positional distributions of the various pitch accents. For instance, the intonational phonologies of eastern Åboland and Österbotten are
probably quite different, despite the fact that their pitch accents have phonetic similarities which in this paper have been subsumed under the same descriptive labels.
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